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Micro/nanoscale textured surfaces have presented promising tissue–implant integration
via increasing surface roughness, energy, and wettability. Recent studies indicate that
surface texture imparted on the metallic implants via surface relief induced with simple
bulk plastic deformation methods (e.g., tension or compression tests) does result
in enhanced cell response. Considering these recent findings, this study presents a
thorough investigation of the effects of surface relief on surface properties of implants
and cell adhesion. Experiments are conducted on the samples subjected to interrupted
tensile tests up to the plastic strains of 5, 15, 25, and 35%. Main findings from these
experiments suggest that, as the plastic deformation level increases up to 35% from the
undeformed (control) level, (1) average surface roughness (Ra) increases from 17.58 to
595.29 nm; (2) water contact angle decreases from 84.28 to 58.07◦; (3) surface free
energy (SFE) increases from 36.06 to 48.89 mJ/m2; and (4) breast cancer cells show
2.4-fold increased number of attachment. Increased surface roughness indicates the
distorted topography via surface relief and leads to increased wettability, consistent with
Wenzel’s theory. The higher levels of SFE observed were related to high-energy regions
provided via activation of strengthening mechanisms, which increased in volume fraction
concomitant with plastic deformation. Eventually, the displayed improvements in surface
properties have increased the number of breast cancer cell attachments. These findings
indicate that surface relief induced upon plastic deformation processes could be utilized
in the design of implants for therapeutic or diagnostic purposes through capturing breast
cancer cells on the material surface.

Keywords: plastic deformation, surface relief, metallic implants, breast cancer cells, adhesion, wettability,
surface free energy, roughness

INTRODUCTION

Metallic materials constitute approximately 70% of the total production volume in biomedical
applications (Peron et al., 2017), which stems from a set of excellent properties, such as mechanical
strength, ductility, biocompatibility, and corrosion resistance (Chen and Thouas, 2015; Uzer et al.,
2016; Peron et al., 2017; Nune et al., 2018). Austenitic stainless steels, titanium alloys, and cobalt–
chromium alloys can be listed among the most commonly used metallic biomaterials, which could
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find application in a wide variety of biomedical fields including
cardiovascular surgery, orthopedics, dentistry, or cranioplasty
(Misra et al., 2009; Chen and Thouas, 2015; Uzer et al., 2016;
Nune et al., 2018).

Clinical success of the implantation strongly relies on
early tissue–implant integration along with the elimination
of fibrous connective tissue formation on the interface (Le
Guéhennec et al., 2007; Hanawa, 2019). This integration can be
influenced strongly by the implant surface wettability, which is
indeed governed by surface free energy (SFE) and roughness
of the material (Liu and Jiang, 2011; Latifi et al., 2013).
Modification of these aforementioned surface properties can
be utilized to trigger specific molecular reactions controlling
the adhesion, proliferation, or differentiation behavior of the
cells (Ventre et al., 2012; Barthes et al., 2014; Huo et al.,
2017; Raines et al., 2019). For instance, microscale textured
surfaces can regulate the expression of integrin, which is
a transmembrane receptor protein enabling cell adhesion
on the metal surface (Raines et al., 2019), or hydrophilic
surfaces (contact angle <90 ◦) can promote enhanced cell
response via promoting the deposition of focal adhesion
proteins (Ponsonnet et al., 2003; Ranella et al., 2010; Bauer
et al., 2013; Rupp et al., 2014; Cicek et al., 2019). Surface
properties obviously play a crucial role in cell adhesion, and
in order to reveal their cumulative effects, more thorough
analyses are required.

Research carried out on the relationship between the
surface properties and tissue–implant interaction has shown
that mimicking the tissue microenvironment on the material
surface via micro/nanoscale patterns can stimulate cell adhesion
significantly (Le Guéhennec et al., 2007; Gentile et al., 2010;
Barthes et al., 2014; Gui et al., 2018; Raines et al., 2019). These
textured materials can provide increased mechanical stability
and rigid tissue formation on the implant, which can lead to
an earlier recovery after implantation (Kunrath and Hübler,
2019). Various surface treatment techniques have been utilized to
create micro/nanoscale topography on the surface, such as acid
etching, electrochemical polishing, passivation, or anodization
(Le Guéhennec et al., 2007; Gentile et al., 2010; Latifi et al., 2013).
These physical or chemical treatments have created textured
structures, which have stimulated cell growth via providing
greater surface area for the formation of focal adhesion points
(Uzer et al., 2016). Moreover, increased roughness through these
treatments has led to enhanced surface wettability, catalyzing the
deposition of extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins on the surface
(Miyajima et al., 2019).

Similar results were also obtained via surface mechanical
treatments such as shot peening, sliding friction, or surface
mechanical attrition treatment (SMAT) (Multigner et al., 2010;
Arifvianto et al., 2011; Bagherifard et al., 2016; Valiev et al., 2016;
Huo et al., 2017). Activation of these deformation mechanisms
subdividing coarse grains into smaller sizes provided grain
refinement in the near surface layer of the material (Arifvianto
et al., 2011). Furthermore, these methods improved the fatigue
resistance of the materials via inducing compressive residual
stress on the surface (Arifvianto et al., 2011; Bagherifard et al.,
2016). However, all of the aforementioned physical, chemical, or

mechanical treatment methods were confined to the surface layer
of the material.

Research has shown that micro/nanoscale topography
mimicking morphology of ECM could also be utilized to control
the response of cancer cells (Beri et al., 2018). For instance, Beri
et al. (2018) found that circulating tumor cells’ (CTCs’) adhesion
can be promoted on biomaterials with nanoscale roughness. It
should be noted that metastasis accounts for approximately 90%
of cancer-related diseases (Conde et al., 2016), and CTCs are
believed to play crucial role in metastatic processes (Chen et al.,
2016). Thus, use of surface roughness to enhance cancer cell–
substrate interactions would enable the capturing of CTCs and
therefore decrease disease dissemination (Beri et al., 2018; Chen
et al., 2016). Moreover, directional adhesion of breast cancer
cells, which is necessitated for cancer invasion and metastasis,
has been achieved by micro/nanoscale-patterned topography
(Ray et al., 2017; Tabdanov et al., 2018). Overall, these studies
can indicate that biomaterials with modulated topography could
be promising tools for detection and treatment of cancer cells via
controlling their adhesion response.

Recently, simple bulk plastic deformation methods (e.g.,
tension or compression tests) have been utilized to impart
micro/nanoscale topography on the metal surface (Matsugaki
et al., 2012; Matsugaki and Nakano, 2016; Uzer et al., 2016, 2018;
Nune et al., 2018). These studies showed that texture reflecting
the activated strengthening mechanisms, namely, surface relief,
can alter surface topography significantly (Matsugaki et al., 2012;
Matsugaki and Nakano, 2016; Uzer et al., 2016; Cicek et al., 2019).
Specifically, markings produced by twinning or slip are shown
to form groove- or step-like surface topographical features that
can increase surface roughness and provide ideal sites for the
deposition of focal adhesion proteins (Matsugaki et al., 2012; Uzer
et al., 2016, 2018; Uzer and Canadinc, 2018).

Surface relief can be induced on the implant surface via
manufacturing processes or during the deployment of the
implants (Weiss and Mitevski, 2015). Furthermore, it can
enable the oriented elongation of the osteoblast cells, which
promotes the formation of anisotropic bone tissue necessary
for its mechanical function (Matsugaki et al., 2012; Matsugaki
and Nakano, 2016). Consequently, these microstructural features
can increase cell viability and adhesion, which enhances tissue
formation on the implant surface (Uzer et al., 2018). Moreover,
they could be used to increase the adhesion of cancer cells (Uzer
et al., 2016). It is noteworthy that the level of plastic strain
constitutes importance, because excessive plastic deformation
is accommodated through the activation of strengthening
mechanisms in greater volume fractions within the bulk material.
As a result, each deformation level results with a different surface
state, causing healthy or cancer cell response to vary along each
plastic strain level (Matsugaki et al., 2012; Uzer et al., 2016, 2018).

The aforementioned studies regarding plastic deformation
of bulk materials have established a firm relationship between
surface relief, roughness, and cell response. However, current
state of knowledge in this area falls short of elucidating the
relative change in surface wettability and energy, which are
also strongly modulated via surface topography (Rupp et al.,
2014). Given the established influence of these properties on cell
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response, this study aims to investigate the role of surface relief
on surface wettability, energy, roughness, and cell attachment
behavior. The findings propose the idea that surface relief could
be an effective means to control surface properties and cell
response. This knowledge could enable the design of metallic
biomaterials that could be used for therapeutic purposes in
dealing with cancer cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The specimens investigated in the current study were 304L
grade stainless steels with the elemental composition of Fe
balance-0.029C-18.414Cr-8.314Ni-1.044Mn-0.091Mo-0.369Si-
0.022P-0.023S-0.416Cu (in weight%). Dog bone–shaped tensile
test specimens with the technical drawing explained elsewhere
(Cicek et al., 2019) were obtained by laser cutting. These
samples were subjected to interrupted tensile tests (AGS-X 10kN;
Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) up to the engineering strains of 5, 15,
25, and 35% with the strain rate of 10−4 s−1. These varying strain
values enabled the activation of strengthening mechanisms in
different volume fractions throughout the bulk material, which
also helped to have materials with different microstructural and
surface properties. Moreover, one set of the samples was kept as
undeformed in order to use as a control group.

After plastic deformation the gauge sections of the
samples were cut with a precision saw. Microstructure of
the undeformed and deformed specimens was captured via
differential interference contrast (DIC) technique in optical
microscope (Axiocam 506 color; Zeiss, Jena, Germany). For
that purpose, the undeformed sample was ground with 800,
1,000, 1,200, and 2,500 grit SiC papers and then polished with
3- and 1-µm sized diamond abrasives, respectively. In order
to reveal its microstructure, this polished specimen was then
etched by immersing in a mixture of 10 mL nitric acid, 30 mL
hydrochloric acid, and 30 mL distilled water for 3 min long at
room temperature. The deformed sample’s microstructure has
been captured via extended depth of field imaging technique.
The microstructures of the samples were also analyzed in detail
via field emission scanning electron microscope (GeminiSEM
300; Zeiss, Jena, Germany) utilizing secondary electron (SE)
detector, which operated at accelerating voltage of 10 kV.

In order to elucidate the effect of surface relief on the
topography of the deformed and undeformed samples, atomic
force microscopy was utilized (Multimode 8, Bruker). The
analyses were carried out with tapping mode in air utilizing a
phosphorus-doped silicon cantilever with a rotated tip (radius of
8 nm), and linear scanning rate was of 1 Hz (1 line/s). Average
surface roughness (Ra) of the samples was calculated by taking the
average of the roughness values of at least three different regions
with the scanning area of 50× 50 µ m.

Wettability and SFE of the undeformed and deformed samples
were analyzed with sessile drop technique (Attension Theta
Optical Tensiometer; Biolin Scientific, Gothenburg, Sweden).
Prior to the analyses, the samples were ultrasonically cleaned
with acetone and 70% vol/vol ethanol for 15 min and then
dried in air. For the wettability analysis, deionized (DI) water

droplet with the volume of 2 µL was dispensed on the surface,
and its shape was recorded with a high-speed camera. The final
contact angle was reported as the average of the right and left
angle, which is between the tangent of the drop at liquid–gas
interface and horizontal baseline at solid–liquid interface. The
analyses were run on three different samples for each strain
level, and measurements were repeated five times on each one.
For the SFE analyses, diiodomethane was used as the dispersive
component; formamide and DI water were utilized as the
polar components. Similar to the wettability measurements, the
samples were cleaned with the same procedure before conducting
measurements with different liquids. The measurements were
repeated three times on each sample (three samples for each
strain level). Recorded contact angle values of the three liquids
were implemented in the Owens–Wendt (OW) theoretical
method as (Miyajima et al., 2019):

γl (1+ cosθ) = 2
√

γds γdl + 2
√

γ
p
s γ

p
l

where γl and γs represent liquid and solid free energy;
superscripts d and p represents the dispersive and polar
components, respectively (Rupp et al., 2014).

In order to evaluate the effect of surface relief on cell
response, breast cancer cells were seeded on the undeformed
control sample and the 35% deformed sample (highest degree of
plastic deformation). Initially, SKBR3 breast cancer cells obtained
from the American Type Culture Collection were grown in
McCoy’s 5A medium with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1%
penicillin/streptomycin. Then, three samples from each set were
sterilized in an autoclave for 1 h and placed in 12-well cell culture
plate. Cancer cells were seeded in each well (1 × 105 cells per
well) containing 2 mL of growth medium and then incubated for
24 h. Afterward, the medium was removed, and the samples were
rinsed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The cells were fixed
with 2.5% glutaraldehyde for 2 h at 37◦C, followed by rinsing with
PBS. After this, the nuclei of these fixed cells were labeled with
DAPI and incubated for 5 min at ambient temperature. Then
the samples were rinsed again with PBS, and the cell adhesion
was observed with confocal microscope through capturing three
different images from each sample surface (LSM 900; Zeiss).
The number of attached cells was quantified manually, and their
average value was reported.

The morphology and adhesion behavior of cells were further
analyzed via SEM under an accelerating voltage of 2 kV with
the SE detector. In order to enhance the quality of the SEM
images, the metallic samples were cleaned with DI water to
remove the residues of the PBS and sputtered with a 2-nm
thickness of gold to eliminate the charging problem. To the best
of the author’s knowledge, the adhesion response of the breast
tumor cells has not been analyzed on a metallic biomaterial
surface earlier. Hence, this study can pave the way for future
research regarding the relationship between breast cancer cells
and metallic biomaterials.

All of the reported results are presented as mean ± standard
deviation. Statistical significance of the differences between
the means was determined with one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) followed by least-squares difference (LSD) post hoc
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comparison tests or t tests. The findings were also supported
by non-parametric equivalents of the aforementioned tests.
A p value smaller than 0.05 was required for the rejection of
null hypotheses (highest type I error level deemed acceptable
was set at 0.05).

RESULTS

The optical microscope image of the undeformed sample in
Figure 1A presents smooth surface with annealing twins, where
a detailed image of one of these twins can be observed in
Figure 2A captured via SEM. As the sample is plastically strained,
deformation markings become prevalent, and surface gets
distorted significantly (Figure 1B). These activated deformation
traces have been presented more clearly in Figure 2B. The
interaction of these mechanisms (i.e., mechanical twinning,
slip, or martensite) with each other can be also observed.
Microstructures of the samples have been further analyzed
via AFM (Figure 3). The effect of plastic deformation can
be visible specifically on the 35% deformed sample, where
significant grain elongation concomitant with plastic straining
was captured (Figure 4).

The detailed AFM images present the topographies of
the samples in Figure 3, where they get distorted gradually

in parallel with plastic straining. Furthermore, increasing
height between the peaks and valleys can be observed as
the plastic deformation increases. Moreover, grain boundaries
protruding out of the surface becomes prevalent on the 15,
25, and 35% samples (Figure 3). In order to quantitatively
analyze the influence of plastic deformation on the surface
topography, average surface roughness (Ra) of the samples
is evaluated. The results present that Ra values of the
samples vary from 17.58 ± 1.12 nm in the undeformed
sample to 595.29 ± 32.74 nm in the 35% deformed sample
(Table 1). One-way ANOVA results of the roughness data
indicate that all group means are not equal [F(4,18) = 459.16,
p < 0.001]. Additional post hoc multiple comparisons (LSD)
indicate that all group means are significantly different from
each other at p < 0.05 level or better. These results
are also confirmed by non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis tests
[χ2

(4) = 20.91; p < 0.001].
The wettability measurements carried out by the DI water

droplets on the samples subjected to the varying degrees of
plastic deformation are presented in Table 1. The angle on the
undeformed sample is captured as 84.28◦ ± 3.02◦, whereas it
decreases down to 58.07◦ ± 1.67◦ on the sample deformed up
to 35% of plastic strain. Figure 4 presents this gradual decline
clearly, where water droplets spread more on the surface in
parallel with plastic deformation. These results are plotted against

FIGURE 1 | Optical microscope DIC images of the (A) undeformed and (B) 25% deformed sample. Scale bars are 10 µm. (Figure is more readable and visible on
the screen rather than in print).

FIGURE 2 | Scanning electron microscopy images of the (A) undeformed and (B) 25% deformed samples. Scale bars are 3 µm. (Figure is more readable and visible
on the screen rather than in print).
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FIGURE 3 | Topographical images of the undeformed and deformed samples obtained via AFM. (Figure is more readable and visible on the screen rather than in
print).

FIGURE 4 | Photographs of the water droplets on the undeformed and deformed samples represent the wettability of the samples. AFM amplitude images of the
undeformed and deformed samples show the influence of plastic deformation on the microstructure. (Figure is more readable and visible on the screen rather than in
print).

TABLE 1 | Water contact angle, surface free energy, average surface roughness, and number of attached cells values of the undeformed and deformed samples.

Undeformed 5% 15% 25% 35%

Contact angle (◦) 84.28 ± 3.02 76.8 ± 0.91 70.13 ± 1.86 65.97 ± 1.03 58.07 ± 1.67

Surface free energy (mJ/m2) 36.06 ± 0.82 38.14 ± 0.19 42.45 ± 0.18 45.37 ± 0.23 48.89 ± 0.75

Average surface roughness (nm) 17.58 ± 1.12 141.75 ± 9.57 286.4 ± 20.03 392.3 ± 31.00 595.29 ± 32.74

No. of attached cells 232.78 ± 3.78 − − − 557 ± 90.67

plastic strain in order to clearly present the relative changes
measured in surface roughness and water contact angle values
(Figure 5). One-way ANOVA results of the surface wettability
data indicate that all group means are not equal [F(4,10) = 58.49,
p < 0.001]. Additional post hoc multiple comparisons (LSD)
indicate that all group means are significantly different from each

other at p < 0.05 level or better. These results are also confirmed
by non-parametric Kruskal–Wallis tests [χ2

(4) = 13.5; p < 0.01].
Next, presented in Table 1 are the results of the SFE analyses.

As can be observed in this table, surface energy increases from
36.06 ± 0.82 to 48.89 ± 0.75 mJ/m2 as the applied plastic
strain reaches up to 35% from the non-deformed state, and the
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FIGURE 5 | Graph presenting the water contact angle and average surface roughness values of the undeformed and plastically deformed samples.

observed difference is statistically significant (p < 0.001). More
specifically, the null hypothesis stating that all five group means
are equal is rejected [F(4,10) = 199.8, p < 0.001], and post hoc
multiple comparisons (LSD) indicate that each group mean is
significantly different from others at p < 0.05 level or better.
These results are also confirmed by non-parametric Kruskal–
Wallis tests [χ2

(4) = 13.5; p < 0.01].
The adhesion and spreading behavior of the cells were

closely monitored with SEM. Figures 6, 7 present similar cell
morphology and attachment behaviors on the undeformed
and 35% deformed samples. Cytoplasmic protrusions,
such as filopodia or lamellipodia, can be observed on both
of these samples.

Breast cancer cells with DAPI-labeled nuclei on the
undeformed and 35% deformed samples were also monitored
via confocal microscope (Figure 8). The quantified data of the
attached cells are presented in Table 1. These results show that
the cell attachment increases on average 2.4-fold on the 35%
deformed sample compared to the control sample. Furthermore,
a non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test indicates that the
difference in number of cell attachments on these two samples is
statistically significant (p < 0.001).

DISCUSSION

The significant microstructural differences observed between
the undeformed and deformed samples via optical microscopy
and SEM techniques stem from the introduction of surface
relief via activated plastic deformation mechanisms in different
volume fractions. Slip, mechanical twinning, or martensite can
get activated on 304L stainless-steel samples, contributing to
hardening and ductility of the material (Hamdi and Asgari,

2008; Shen et al., 2012). The hierarchical structures of these
mechanisms can be observed in Figure 2B, where they interact
with each other and further contribute to strengthening of the
material (Uzer et al., 2016). Moreover, elongated grains observed
on the 35% deformed sample can show tensile plasticity of the
steel sample (Qu et al., 2008), which constitutes importance in
defining the plastic deformation capability of the bulk material.

Increasing volume fraction of the strengthening mechanisms
within the bulk material is represented with a more distorted
surface, as indicated in the literature (Sinha et al., 2015).
The reflection of these mechanisms on the material surface,
namely, surface relief, can be observed in the SEM and AFM
observations. Specifically, it is clearly seen in Figures 3, 4
that the deformation markings protruding out of the material
surface modify surface topography significantly and increase
surface roughness (Matsugaki et al., 2012; Matsugaki and
Nakano, 2016; Uzer et al., 2016). Misorientation angle between
the neighboring grains might increase with plastic straining
further contributing to the roughness of the samples (Sinha
et al., 2015; Srinivasan et al., 2016). Ra of the 35% deformed
sample showed approximately 34-fold increase compared to the
undeformed sample (Table 1). It is important to note that this
increase on the polycrystalline stainless steels was related earlier
specifically with the activation of deformation twinning, which
causes abrupt changes on the texture (Uzer et al., 2016). Hence,
designing the material microstructure, which would preferably
activate twinning upon deformation, could be advantageous to
achieve microscale surface topography and advanced tissue–
implant integration.

The water contact angle results show that the 35% deformed
sample presents the highest hydrophilicity. This increase in the
wettability behavior can be stemming from the increased surface
roughness due to surface relief and high-energy regions provided
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FIGURE 6 | Scanning electron microscopy images of the breast cancer cells attached on the undeformed stainless-steel samples. Figure in (A) shows two
neighboring cells and (B) shows a single cell with higher magnification. Arrows point out the cytoplasmic protrusions. Scale bars are 3 and 2 µm, respectively.

FIGURE 7 | Scanning electron microscopy images of the breast cancer cells attached on the 35% deformed stainless-steel samples. Figure in (A) shows two
neighboring cells and (B) shows a single cell with higher magnification. Arrows point out the cytoplasmic protrusions. Scale bars are 3 and 1 µm, respectively.

FIGURE 8 | Confocal microscope images of the breast cancer cells with DAPI-labeled nuclei attached on the (A) undeformed and (B) 35% deformed sample. Scale
bars are 100 µm.

by the activated strengthening mechanisms. It is noteworthy
that surface wettability along with surface roughness may play
pivotal role in the early tissue–implant integration (Rupp et al.,
2014). That is, surfaces with enhanced wettability and roughness
promote the deposition and spreading of cellular adhesion
proteins on the implant surface via increasing surface exposure
of biological molecules (Venkatsurya et al., 2012). This eventually
could lead to improved tissue–implant integration within a
shorter period of time (Venkatsurya et al., 2012; Uzer et al., 2016).

Hence, increased surface hydrophilicity as a result of bulk plastic
deformation and surface relief can be effective for achieving a
successful implantation.

The observed increase of surface wettability in parallel with
surface roughness can be explained further with Wenzel’s
equation (cosθw = r . cosθyoung; where r, θw, and θyoung are
roughness factor, apparent Wenzel contact angle, and Young
contact angle, respectively) (Rupp et al., 2014; Cicek et al.,
2019). Considering the θw of 58.07◦, and θyoung of 84.28◦,
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r can be predicted as 5.3, which is the ratio between the
actual and projected surface area. On the hydrophilic surfaces
(θyoung < 90◦), Wenzel equation suggests that surface wettability
increases with higher levels of surface roughness. The greater
hydrophilicity observed on the 35% deformed sample thus
conforms well with Wenzel’s theory.

Moreover, wetting is favored on the high-energy solid surfaces
(Rupp et al., 2014), and therefore SFE of the material can also play
significant role in tissue–implant integration (Rupp et al., 2014;
Uzer et al., 2016). For instance, enhanced protein absorption,
attachment, and differentiation of osteoblasts have been related
with higher SFE of metallic implants (Miyajima et al., 2019). The
SFE values calculated based on OW method in the current study
increased gradually with plastic straining (Table 1). This result
could be attributed to the activated strengthening mechanisms,
which have created high-energy regions (Toker et al., 2014;
Uzer et al., 2016; Nune et al., 2018). The interaction of slip,
twinning, and martensite mechanisms can further increase these
energetic regions, which can facilitate the adhesion of biological
molecules on the surface (Toker et al., 2014). The role of metallic
biomaterial’s microstructure on cell response has been analyzed
earlier, and enhanced cell adhesion was reported on the smaller
grain sized sample, possibly due to increased grain boundary
area and SFE (Choubey et al., 2009; Misra et al., 2013). In the
current study, the energy-rich twin boundaries, which increase
in total area parallel with plastic straining, can also contribute
to increased levels of SFE concomitant with the preexisting
grain boundaries.

Scanning electron microscopy analyses of the breast cancer
cells attached on the undeformed and 35% deformed samples
show similar morphologies. Specifically, cytoplasmic protrusions
(i.e., lamellipodia or filopodia), which play a crucial role in cancer
cell invasion and metastasis (Caswell and Zech, 2018), were
formed on both of these samples (Figures 6, 7). These integrin-
rich protrusions can regulate cell adhesion, because they are
involved in the formation of focal contact points (Caswell and
Zech, 2018). Next, the observed 2.4-fold increase in the number
of breast cancer cell attachment on the 35% deformed sample
compared to the undeformed sample (Figure 8) indicates that
the aforementioned improved surface properties have provided
an advantageous environment for cancer cells. Specifically,
increased SFE and wettability on the 35% deformed sample
(the highest level of surface relief) would have promoted the
deposition of the adhesion proteins, enhancing the attachment
of a greater number of cells. Overall, these results indicate that
enhanced surface properties via surface relief may increase the
number of cell attachments on the implant surface, but may not
be influential in the morphology or spreading behavior of the
breast cancer cells. Further investigations would be needed to
understand mechanisms governing the greater number of cell
attachment on the deformed surfaces.

It is well known that the initial interaction of healthy cells
(e.g., osteoblasts or fibroblasts) with implant surfaces constitutes
significance for establishing successful tissue–implant integration
(Nune et al., 2018; Uzer et al., 2018; Raines et al., 2019).
When it comes to cancer cells, however, enhanced attachment
on the biomaterial surface could be utilized for therapeutic

purposes, where cells could be captured on the material before
metastasizing to other tissues (Azarin et al., 2015). Azarin et al.
(2015) have shown a decrease in tumor burden by developing
a polymer implant, which has been used to capture and detect
metastasizing breast cancer cells before reaching another organ.
In that way, the metastatic disease has been identified at an
early stage, and the progression of the disease has been halted.
Findings from the current study could also pave the way for
a new stream of research revealing potential applications of
metallic biomaterials for a similar purpose, whereby cancer cells’
attachment would be regulated via modulated surface properties
and the progression of the disease could be slowed.

Improvement of the surface properties and cell response was
also achieved by surface plastic deformation methods, such as
sandblasting, shot peening, or sliding friction earlier (Frutos et al.,
2010; Bagherifard et al., 2016; Huo et al., 2017). Arifvianto et al.
(2011) have investigated the wettability of the SMAT applied
316L stainless steels, which showed decrease in the contact angle
from 88.6 to 74.4◦, while surface roughness of the deformed
sample increased up to a range of 681 to 909 nm, which
is greater than the Ra attained in the current study. Greater
hydrophilicity obtained in the current study could be stemming
from the activation of deformation mechanisms throughout the
bulk material (in comparison to activation in Arifvianto et al.
(2011) study predominantly on the material surface). Specifically,
surface plastic deformation methods can cause early saturation
of the activation of slip, twinning, or martensite, because plastic
deformation takes place within the limited deformation zone
(Arifvianto et al., 2011). However, bulk plastic deformation can
lead to the activation of the strengthening mechanisms in greater
densities throughout the bulk material, which can increase high-
energy regions more significantly.

This finding is consistent with those in prior studies, where
the materials have been subjected to bulk plastic deformation
methods, for example, rolling or equal angular channel pressing
(ECAP) processes (Misra et al., 2013; Günay-Bulutsuz et al.,
2018). Specifically, as the grains of the pure titanium samples
were refined through the ECAP process, contact angle decrease
from 82.56◦ down to 41.28◦ was captured on the postmortem
polished surface (Günay-Bulutsuz et al., 2018). This can imply
that bulk plastic deformation methods can effectively increase
hydrophilicity of materials. Hence, bulk plasticity could play a
crucial role in determining surface characteristics of the material.
However, it is important to note that surface wettability and
energy can also be influenced strongly by surface chemistry (Latifi
et al., 2013). Therefore, in order to thoroughly elucidate the role
of plastic deformation on surface properties and cell response,
further systematic analyses need to be carried out.

CONCLUSION

In this study, surface properties regulating cell–implant
interactions have been investigated on the plastically deformed
304L stainless-steel samples. The tensile loading of the samples
up to 5, 15, 25% and 35% of plastic strains has resulted with
surface relief in different volume fractions. The greatest surface
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wettability (θw = 58.07◦ ± 1.67◦), SFE (48.89 ± 0.75 mJ/m2),
and roughness (Ra = 595.29 ± 32.74 nm) were attained on the
35% deformed sample. Furthermore breast cancer cells presented
an approximately 2.4-fold increased number of cell attachment
on the 35% deformed sample compared to the undeformed
control one. Whereas cell morphology and spreading showed
similarity on these two samples. The following markings have
been concluded:

1. Increasing volume fraction of the twinning, slip, and
martensite activated on the samples via bulk plastic
deformation technique can be an effective way to impart
micro/nanoscale texture and modulate surface properties.

2. Increased SFE could be stemming from the high-energy
regions created with strengthening mechanisms and increased
surface area of the energy-rich boundaries (twin and grain).

3. Relatively higher number of cells attached on the 35%
deformed sample can indicate that implants with surfaces
modulated by plastic deformation processes can be utilized
for therapeutic purposes via capturing metastatic cancers and
slowing the progression of disease.

4. Bulk and surface plastic deformation techniques can each
result with different surface properties, which could influence
cell response accordingly.

Overall, the aforementioned listed findings provide insight on
how surface relief can influence surface properties of the implants

and attachment behavior of the breast cancer cells. These results
could be utilized in the design of implants for therapeutic or
diagnostic purposes. Further investigations would be needed to
understand mechanisms governing the cancer cell adhesion on
the metallic implants.
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